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	Crystal Clean

	Samantha Corso | Legal Operations Manager

	
		“We all use Legal Files for different things, and yet it meets all of our needs.”	
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	Suzuki Motor USA, LLC

	Jerry K. Hashimura, Department Manager 

	
		“Legal Files makes it so much easier to find information.”	
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	University of Connecticut

	Kim Benoit, Assistant to the Director of Public Safety and Chief of Police

	
		“We are incredibly impressed with the flexibility and customization capabilities that Legal Files offers.”	
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                    Legal Case Management Software
                    Finally, an all-in-one legal case management software tailored for law firms, corporate agencies, government agencies, universities, and more. Our comprehensive software streamlines matter and email management, litigation, eBilling, and reporting. Automate legal processes, centralize information, and work smarter with advanced case management, saving time and resources.
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                            Government Case Management Software
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                            Corporate Legal Matter Management Software
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                            University Matter Management Software
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                            Insurance Litigation Software
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                            Contract Management Software
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                            Law Firm Case Management Software
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                            Legal Aid Case Management Software
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                            Legal Software Changes the Way Legal Teams Function
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                                Access to your data from your phone, tablet and computer.                            

                        	
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Remote work has never been more achievable.                            
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                                Save files, documents and emails in one convenient location                            

                        	
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                No more tracking down the most current information.                            
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                                Automate routine document creation                            

                        	
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Consistent and quick, scratch creating documents from scratch.                            
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                                Launch workflows specific to your operations.                            

                        	
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Automate routine processes, dramatically improving productivity and efficiency.                            
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                                Creates reports with ease.                            

                        	
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Improve the bottom line, while still managing complex rules, regulations and reporting requirements.                            
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                                Deploy on premises or in the Cloud.                            

                        	
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Ready to operate whichever way best fits your business.                            
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                                Two-way integration with popular email programs, including Outlook and Gmail.                            

                        	
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Important emails and attachments are safe and sound.                            
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                                Customize and configure without IT.                            

                        	
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                No programming ability? No problem! Make changes to your Legal Files system on the fly.                            
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                                Easily access technical support staff.                            

                        	
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Legal Files Support is ready to help via call or email.                            
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                                Unlock access to our customer resource center.                            

                        	
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Leverage advantage of decades of experience in the legal field.                            
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                                Knowledgeable account managers, trainers and consultants in your corner.                            

                        	
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Best practices are just a phone call or email away.                            

                        



                    
                                	
				
            

            

        

    



    
        A Look at Case Management Software from Legal Files
        
            
                
                    A Look at Case Management Software from Legal Files
                    By choosing our legal software, you gain more than a mere program. You gain access to advanced case management software that empowers you to save valuable time and resources by working smarter, not harder. Our off-the-shelf application offers remarkable adaptability to cater to your specific needs. Equipped with powerful features and user-friendly customization tools, our legal case management software effortlessly handles various types and quantities of cases, matters and users. With its comprehensive capabilities, our software assists you in efficiently managing your legal, administrative and management tasks, effectively addressing your to-do list.
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FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)




Why Use Legal Case Management Software In 2024?

Managing a legal team may seem simple at first, but as you increase the number of staff you hire and your workload increases, organization and efficiency become extremely important. This is why many legal professionals use case management legal software to help optimize workflow and streamline processes. Whether it’s populating and creating new documents or deploying a system that works across multiple platforms with email integration, there are a great number of features that can assist your legal team. Here are some of the top reasons you should consider using Legal Files legal case management software in 2024 for your legal team.   	Improve collaboration by ensuring that every team member has access to a centralized location of all case related and non-case related information.
	Drastically improve document organization with the best case management software legal professions have access to.
	Search for and quickly retrieve documents as you need them and centralize your documents and emails, together with all other case information. 
	Automated features help to create efficient workflows through customizable alerts and notifications.
	Collaborative tools in Legal Files case management management allow teams and groups to work efficiently through a shared workload, document and note routing, as well as improved internal communication.
	Legal Files case management software is scalable by design, allowing it to support an unlimited number of cases/matters, documents and even users

 If you’re interested in learning more about Legal Files legal case management systems, don’t hesitate to get in touch with us today.





Why Is Legal Files the Best Legal Case Management Software?

Legal Files is designed from the ground up for use in a variety of legal and related fields. An off-the-shelf solution, Legal Files is highly customizable. Plus, most new features we implement come directly from requests from our customers. We design our system to be as flexible as possible, making it easy to customize and fit into your current workflow with minimal disruption. But there are many other reasons Legal Files is one of the best case management programs available, including:	Legal Files offers a comprehensive case and matter management legal system that serves as a centralized hub for file management, calendaring, documents, emails, mail and phone logs, as well as providing collaborative features, automated workflows systems and robust reporting features to help you manage any type of case and even your entire operation.
	Our browser-based legal case management software makes it easy for you and your team to access your centralized Legal Files system at anytime and at any place.
	We focus on creating a customizable platform so that we can work together with you to custom configure Legal Files to your specific needs. Managing what matters to you is what Legal Files is all about.

If you’d like to learn more about Legal Files, don’t hesitate to get in touch with us today and we’d be happy to answer your questions and help you evaluate how Legal Files can meet your needs. 





What Kind Of Customer Support Is Included?

Adopting any new system into your operations can be daunting. After all, it may involves many changes. That’s why our in-house implementation specialists and project managers work in partnership with you to ensure that Legal Files is successfully implemented and adopted. Legal Files assistance continues post-implementation with an in-house, full-time team of Help Desk specialists that can help you as any Legal Files question or issue arises. To help our customers fully leverage all the advantages that Legal Files offers, we offer an annual maintenance and support program that includes unlimited Legal Files support. You can reach the Legal Files Help Desk through a simple email or call.





How do I transfer my current cases into my new software?

Converting to a new case management system can include custom programming for a data migration, if desired. Legal Files Data Conversion Specialists are experienced in converting data from all types of legacy systems into Legal Files. Your Legal Files account manager can explain the steps involved in this process.





What Is Legal Case Management Software in 2024?

These days, more and more industries have started to use technological aids to help manage work processes, staff and all kinds of documents. The legal industry is no different and many professionals now use legal case management systems or legal matter management software to increase efficiency and improve productivity. But what exactly can legal case management software do in 2024? In the past, a large number of people was needed to create, update and organize files; create, distribute and file documents and phone messages; maintain multiple physical calendars; update numerous documents; and file mail – just to manage cases. Today, Legal Files is tailored legal case management software can streamline all these operations and more. As part of a large and increasingly complex world, legal professionals are asked to do more with less, so they must streamline workflow and improve case management to increase efficiency and productivity. Legal Files legal case management system can help you achieve those goals.





The main features of legal case management software in 2024


A legal case management system has a plethora of features that help it act as a centralized hub for anything that legal departments or law offices could need:	From comprehensive file management to email integration to robust management reporting features to simple contact management tools including features to check for and remove duplicate information.
Automated features that include workflows, alerts, notifications and follow-ups.
	Case document assembly and document management features to stay organized and easily retrieve documents through text searching or other types of searches.
	With the help of these features and many others, legal teams can create standardized processes for handling different types of cases, increasing productivity, while maintaining a high level of organization.

 Legal Files case management system software also has features that make it easier to manage your entire operation. This includes team management features, support for multiple locations, customizable menus and windows and remote access. Built-in standard reports, as well as ad hoc reports and management dashboards provide a “big picture” overview within seconds. If you’re looking to improve efficiency and organization within your office, Legal Files legal case management software can be the answer you’re looking for.





How Does Legal Case Management Software Optimize Your Operations?

Technology can be a great help in many different industries and the legal sector is no different. Our law case management software is designed to help you be more efficient and more productive from the moment it’s implemented. With a plethora of features designed to help organize and optimize legal processes, you’ll find that this is one piece of technology that can become integral to your success. With a top legal software case management system such as Legal Files, you have a scalable solution that can grow and change with you as your legal management needs change and grow. Take advantage of features such as: 	A single, centralized location for all of your case information.
	Document assembly and document management tools native to the application.
	Simple search tools to help you quickly find the right document.
	Custom alerts and notifications to keep you on track.
	Access your files and data from the office or remotely.
	Take advantage of collaborative tools to improve team work.

 Legal Files software for legal case management focuses on managing what matters to you, and its flexibility can accommodate your unique requirements.
Don’t hesitate to get in touch with Legal Files today.





What is a Legal Case Management System?

A legal case management system software is a tailored solution designed for your particular legal team to manage cases and matters, enhance communication and streamline operations. Legal Files case management system software allows you to store all of your case-related information in one electronic “place” from which all authorized team members can immediately access, review and collaborate. Legal Files case management system software makes it possible for your team to have access to the information it needs anytime and anywhere. Thanks to a Legal Files case management system, a legal team and other professionals – investigators, human resource personnel, inspectors general, etc. – can work more efficiently and effectively.





What are the Benefits of Case Management Software?

Legal case management systems are designed to dramatically improve accuracy, productivity and efficiency, by automating the routine, standardizing workflows and leveraging the team approach. Your team may already be overwhelmed by trying to manage an increasing load of cases and matters. Without the right legal case management system, time, effort and money can be wasted. Legal Files Case Management Software Offers Many Benefits, including: 	Streamlines operations and can help you save time, money and resources
	Automates routine and administrative tasks, allowing your team to focus on the big picture
	Gives you the ability to handle an increased volume of work with the same or fewer staff
	Promotes collaboration as a team, resulting in a smoother operation and greater success
	Standardizes operations, reducing errors and helping new team members become productive quicker
	Provides the ability to quickly locate, access and share critical information, improving the quality of the service you provide and your value as a team







Law Case Management Software Must-Haves

Legal Files is a comprehensive case management solution that can make running your office a lot easier. As the preferred legal software for matter and legal case management, Legal Files contains a plethora of fantastic features that simplifies and optimizes many different processes. Of all the legal software management systems on the market, Legal Files is held in high regard by such distinguished entities such as BMW, University of Connecticut and U.S. government agencies. But what are the must-have features for law software systems and what should you look out for when choosing a vendor?
There are a couple of must-have features that your case management system should have: 	The ability to work from anywhere at anytime.
	Integration with popular existing programs such as Gmail and Outlook.
	Flexibility to customize your case management solution while offering the cost advantages of an off-the shelf product.
	Online resources and access to support staff to assist you with the system’s features.
	Collaborative tools to make working in teams or groups much simpler. 
	Scalability to and flexibility to grow and change with your as your requirements grow and change.
	These are just some of the features that are crucial for the best case management software to have. Contact us today to show you how Legal Files meets your needs.
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		Wisconsin County Chooses Legal Files for Enhanced Case Management
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		How Legal Document Management Reduces Repetitive Tasks and Improves Productivity   
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				      Support

	You may reach the Legal Files
Help Desk by:


	(217) 726-6400
	800 500 0537
	Support@LegalFiles.com
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